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The dedicated volunteers at the Wabash & Erie Canal are very pleased that you are 

interested in visiting our facilities along a preserved stretch of the historic canal. In order 

to ensure that you have a pleasant visit, we offer important information about the different 

venues, the amount of time involved, and various services available. We are pleased to work 

with you to provide the combination of services that meet your interests and time schedule. 

Group tours require 12 or more individuals.-+ 
 

Canal Boat:  The canal boat tour takes approximately 40 minutes, but please allow time 

for boarding and exiting.  The Delphi  can accommodate about 25 adults or 30 children on 

each trip. She operates from mid-May into October, and will operate during rain but not 

during lightning.  Passengers in wheelchairs can be accommodated if notified in advance.   
 

Wheelchair access creates a reduction in standard seating. To achieve typical tour 

schedules a maximum of 4 wheelchairs can be accommodated per trip.  Boat operation is 

subject to conditions beyond our control.   If we cannot operate the boat on the day of the 

tour, we will notify the contact person named in the contract as soon as the decision to 

cancel boat operations has been made.   
 

Reed Case House: The tour of the1844’s fully furnished Federal style house takes 

approximately 45 minutes and is led by an historical interpreter. For those with 

disabilities, only the first floor is accessible.  
 

Interpretive Museum: The tour of the national award winning Interpretive Museum will 

be led by a knowledgeable guide who can tell the history of the Canal’s development and 

explain the displays in the Museum. It takes approximately 45 minutes with a group of 10 

people at a time. The museum can also be visited without a guide. No pets are allowed. 
 

Historic Pioneer Village:  Our 18th century trades people and buildings in the Village are 

available for demonstrations and cabin tours. All docents and trades people are volunteers 

so specific trades or cabins are subject to availability. Docents and trades people include:  

the Blacksmith, Broom/Basket Maker, School House, Loom House, Fouts Cabin, Cooper 

and Papermaker. Pets are welcome in the Village but not in the cabins. Visitors are also 

welcome to walk through Pioneer Village on their own.   
 

Canal Boat Playground: Children, of all ages, are welcome to play on the replica canal 

boat playground without charge. 
 

Speece Picnic Shelter: The Speece picnic shelter is located in the center of Pioneer 

Village. If no one is using the picnic shelter, you are welcome to use it. The shelter may be 

reserved for a small fee. 
 

Food: There are no restaurants on the Canal grounds. Meals can be catered or arranged. 

Lunch with local caterers or restaurants in the area can be arranged. A list of local caterers 

is available.  You are welcome to bring your own lunch and use the Speece picnic shelter.  

Water is provided to a tour group.  
 

Trails: A mile of Tow Path trail runs through the park and connects to several additional 

miles of trails beyond park grounds. A guided tour by a knowledgeable docent can be 

arranged to explore the various historical points on the trail through the park.  Visitors can 

also walk the trails on their own, and enjoy the interpretive panels along the way.  
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